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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

riyaad@everyactioncustom .com on behalf of Riyaad N Seecharan 
<riyaad@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 5:16 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Riyaad N Seecharan 
Miami, FL 33127 
riyaad@seecharan.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jimpriest@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Priest 
<jimpriest@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 5:16 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

We have voted on this issue before and as a majority declared our desire to keep our solar energy options free from major 
utilities interference. As the state's Public Service Commission I pray you support our voices. 

Sincerely, 
James Priest 
Port Richey, FL 34668 
jimpriest@verizon.net 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

chan2160@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Chanakya Bondugula <chan2160 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 2: 15 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean , affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don 't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

You people were put in place to protect the very citizens you make rules on .. don't make Florida the next Alabama.don't 
make Florida the worst state to live in. Due to the current political climate utilities are taking the chance to make profit on 
the health and economic prosperity of Florida. Please rule against is otherwise think of Nevada. The citizens have already 
voted for it. . 

Sincerely, 
Chanakya Bondugula 
Riverview, FL 33578 
chan2160@yahoo.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

chuckcp@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charles Coomer 
<chuckcp@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4: 15 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid . 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to. generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Charles Coomer 
Boca Raton, FL 33432 
ch uckcp@bellsouth.net 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

tomy4951@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Young <tomy4951 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:15 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Thomas Young 
Ocala, FL 344 76 
tomy4951@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

paulh950@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paul Hamilton <paulh950 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 2: 15 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Paul Hamilton 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33321 
paulh950@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dsandblom@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Derek Sandblom 
<dsandblom@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 6:00 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. It's literally called the sunshine state. Stop trying to slide back 
into the past. 

Sincerely, 
Derek Sandblom 
Destin, FL 32541 
dsandblom@hotmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jbeckert45@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Beckert <jbeckert45 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4: 15 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
John Beckert 
Jacksonville, FL 32277 
jbeckert45@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

TheFamousLH@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Justin Mitchell 
<TheFamousLH@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 6: 10 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Justin Mitchell 
Winter Garden, FL 34787 
TheFamousLH@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

hugh_mckay@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hugh McKay 
<hug h_mckay@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 6:10 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Hugh McKay 
Saint Johns, FL 32259 
hugh_mckay@yahoo.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

sevenhousesofny@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrew Setticase 
<sevenhousesofny@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:15 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Andrew Setticase 
Clearwater, FL 33764 
sevenhousesofny@aol.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ppanthulu@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pradeep Panthulu 
<ppanthulu@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:15 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Pradeep Panthulu 
Sarasota, FL 34238 
ppanthulu@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

vmurphs@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Victor Murphy 
<vmurphs@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 6:00 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
l support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Think of your future children we need clean air and clean energy. 

Sincerely, 
Victor Murphy 
Inver Grove Heights, MN 55077 
vmurphs@gmail .com 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Erin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Erin Shine <Erin@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 6:00 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

Dear Commissioners, 

In addition to the typical response below which I agree with, it is time that you allow millions of homeowners to be a part 
of, and benefit, of being able to use net metering. We all know the benefits of solar already, but this is about allowing 
people to participate in lowering their bills, helping the environment directly, and ultimately helping themselves to build 
wealth through solar savings. It is time that we allow the people, en masse, to benefit from net metering versus a few, 
already ultra-wealthy individuals. This just makes sense, and is good for the state ultimately. Please do not be swayed by 
the few rich and powerful influencers, but do what is right. 

As an example of this - we jl!st did our first net-zero home renovation, where solar on the home roof covers enough power 
for both the house and one electric car. The goal was to affordably do an entire net-zero renovation that is both below the 
national average home price and the local average price, and we can achieve that only with net metered solar. 

Thank you for your time and critical attention to doing what's right, by the people. 

- Erin Shine 
Founder I AttainableHome.com 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Erin Shine 
Cape Coral, FL 33914 
Erin@AttainableHome.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Chairman Art Graham, 

poulette@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jamie Roussel 
<poulette@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 
rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 
over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began , "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 
employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 
United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 
choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 
more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 
here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Jamie Roussel 
6077 N Peardale Ter Beverly Hills, FL 34465-2302 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Chairman Art Graham, 

jgpalmer44@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Palmer <jgpalmer44 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 
rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 
over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 
employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 
United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 
choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 
more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 
here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
James Palmer 
420 Mission Tri E Unit F Venice, FL 34285-5707 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

JeffreyGreenberg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeff Greenberg 
<JeffreyGreenberg@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 2:15 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I object to any net metering rollbacks 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

I object to any net metering rollbacks. 
regards jg 

Sincerely, 
Jeff Greenberg 
Miami Beach, FL 33141 
JeffreyGreen berg@aol.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

richadams2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Adams <richadams2 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Richard Adams 
Bozeman, MT 59715 
richadams2@hotmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jasperay@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Raymond Drainville 
<jasperay@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 10:14 AM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

As you may know, at the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing 
thousands of people and powering the Sunshine State with clean , affordable, homegrown energy. The economic 
downturn has already put many of these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory 
changes in solar policies to discourage home owners from future solar power conversions or to create even more 
uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. This policy is for the benefit of all Florida citizens both now and in the future. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Raymond Drainville 
Hollywood, FL 33021 
jasperay@yahoo.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

akn978s@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Konstantin Akimov 
<akn978s@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4: 14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

I support support rooftop solar and want the state of Florida to continue existing net metering program because it helps 
current and future generations. 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Konstantin Akimov 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33332 
akn978s@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

thomas95@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Russ Thomas <thomas95 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art .Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering .the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the .current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Russ Thomas 
Apopka, FL 32712 
thomas95@bellsouth .net 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

debrajrichardson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debra Richardson 
<debrajrichardson@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Debra Richardson 
West Palm Beach, FL 33404 
debrajrichardson@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

joechoe87@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joseph Choe <joechoe87 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Joseph Choe 
West Hills, CA 91307 
joechoe87@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

yerson .mejia@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Yerson Mejia 
<yerson. mej ia@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Yerson Mejia 
Hialeah, FL 33018 
yerson . mejia@outlook.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jtsanders@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeff Sanders 
<jtsanders@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
Don't take a backwards step on solar in Florida - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

Simply put, without Net metering my family would not have been able to financially justify installing solar on my home in 
Winter Garden, FL a few months ago and I think many other Floridians would find themselves in a similar situation. Solar 
is the future of energy in our state and removing or restricting net metering would be taking a large step backwards. 
Please help Florida move forward into the future by continuing to support net metering. 

Sincerely, 
Jeff Sanders 
Winter Garden, FL 34787 
jtsanders@outlook.com 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

spac9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sean Pachow <spac9 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 6:09 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Sean Pachew 
Panacea, FL 32346 
spac9@yahoo.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

andyb1027@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andy Hulett Hulett <andyb1027 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Andy Hulett Hulett 
Saint Petersburg, FL 33709 
andyb1027@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nickb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nick Baiamonte 
<n ickb@everyactioncustom.com > 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean , affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Nick Baiamonte 
Sarasota, FL 34231 
nickb@cedgreentechse.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Chairman Art Graham, 

whitebearblanche@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Blanche Hawkins 
<wh itebearblanche@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 5:45 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 
rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 
over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 
employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 
United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 
choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 
more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 
here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Blanche Hawkins 
1360 Gulfstar Dr S Naples, FL 34112-6402 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jacielynn90@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jacie Wittorff <jacielynn90 
@everyactioncustom.com > 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Jacie Wittorff 
Wichita, KS 67212 
jacielynn90@Gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Junknstuff@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Misty Brown 
<Ju nknstuff@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 5:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
l support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Misty Brown 
Norwalk, IA 50211 
Jun knstuff@outlook.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

MWHEAT42289@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mike Wheat <MWHEAT42289 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Mike Wheat 
Orlando, FL 32801 
MWHEAT 42289@GMAI L. COM 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

fishskier@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrew Fisher 
<fishskier@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make Florida a leader in clean solar power and 
providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

It's the Sunshine State for goodness sake! Florida should be the #1 region for solar in the entire world! 

The current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving the already successful net metering rules in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Andrew Fisher 
Key West, FL 33040 
fishskier@gmail .com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

qsilver_za@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dylan Best 
<qsilver_za@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Dylan Best 
00210 
qsilver_za@hotmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mmeyers13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Meyers <mmeyers13 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Mark Meyers 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308 
mmeyers13@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

seanaurban15@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sean Urban <seanaurban15 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Sean Urban 
Saint Petersburg, FL 33707 
seanaurban 15@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

risalvatom@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marie Risalvato 
<risalvatom@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4: 13 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
Don't take away my choice- support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Marie Risalvato 
Zephyrhills, FL 33542 
risalvatom@gmail .com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

tntburke4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tina Burke <tntburke4 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 6:09 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

DO NOT roll back net-metering! The profits of a monopolizing entity should NEVER come at the cost of the Americans 
footing the bill! I'm tired of padding the pockets of corporations and utilities just because they know we don't have any 
other company to choose from! Just for the fact that we cannot shop around and negotiate the cost of our electricity; we 
should be allowed to use whatever means necessary to save money and limit the impact on our environment! The power 
companies profit is NO REASON to roll back anything! The voters chose net-metering and the voters should be the ONLY 
ones to change it! Americans can barely pay their bills as it is and the power companies only concern is a little dip in their 
profits!?! LOOK UP AND SEE WHAT THE CEO'S of Floridas power companies make! It's disgusting! 
We make less than $40k and manage to survive!!! 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Tina Burke 
Cocoa, FL 32927 
tntburke4@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

b.b.hemingway0512@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brian Hemingway 
<b.b.hemingway0512@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 10:14 AM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid . 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

As a solar owner I believe I am helping create a better and cleaner environment for my fellow man and for the next 
generation 

Sincerely, 
Brian Hemingway 
Saint Cloud, FL 34771 
b. b.hemingway0512@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

kellockm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Kellock 
<kellockm@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 5:59 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean , affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Michael Kellock 
Orlando, FL 32832 
kellockm@icloud.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

goodrich451@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Floyd Goodrich <goodrich451 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable; homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Floyd Goodrich 
Silver Springs, FL 34488 
goodrich451@hotmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

cuevasc2c@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Clemente Cuevas 
<cuevasc2c@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid . 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Clemente Cuevas 
Orlando, FL 32825 
cuevasc2c@gmail.com 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Craftt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Craft <Craftt@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 5:59 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid . 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
John Craft 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33331 
Craftt@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Chairman Art Graham, 

GailWhitten@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gail Whitten 
<GailWh itten@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 5:59 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

The citizens of Florida are outraged at the lackluster representation we are afforded by our elected and appointed officials. 
At a time when we are realizing drastic changes in our environment due to climate change, it seems unconscionable that 
you would not consider any options to support and encourage the installation and use of solar power. The "net metering" 
aspect is a win/win for the local communities as there will be less demand to purchase "surplus energy" from out of area 
providers when we experience high demand use periods. A reasonable fee structure is not an unreasonable or 
unobtainable solution to this environmentally responsible and forward thinking movement. Your support in this matter is 
expected and appreciated .. 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 
rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 
over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 
employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 
United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 
choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 
more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 
here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Gail Whitten 
712 Cherry St Neptune Beach, FL 32266-6600 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nhbilly@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bill Nguyen <nhbilly@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 6:09 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and proviaing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for: the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid . 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Bill Nguyen 
San Antonio, TX 78255 
nhbilly@gmail .com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Chairman Art Graham, 

sgabe343@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Samuel Gabe <sgabe343 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 6:09 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 
rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 
over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and that industry 
employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 
United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 
choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 
more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 
here in Florida, forever. 

Sincerely, 
Samuel Gabe 
2716 Starwood Ct Bradenton, FL 34211-2641 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

tim@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tim Gales <tim@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make Florida a leader in clean solar power and 
providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty in Florida. 

The current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving the successful net metering rules in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Tim Gales 
Flagstaff, AZ 86001 
tim@ugli.net 

1 



Hon Wan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

patriciatherien@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Patricia Therien 
<patriciatherien@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Patricia Therien 
Brooklyn, NY 11235 
patriciatherien@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dfmanero@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Manero 
<dfmanero@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens arid customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
David Manero 
Hialeah, FL 33016 
dfmanero@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

MWHEAT42289@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mike Wheat <MWHEAT42289 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current riet metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Mike Wheat 
Orlando, FL 32801 
MWHEA T 42289@GMAIL. COM 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jfowler46@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jonathan Fowler <jfowler46 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 

powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 

these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 

more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 

their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Jonathan Fowler 
Orlando, FL 32802 
jfowler46@icloud.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

memaw1107@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Beth Faul <memaw1107 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 5:59 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 

powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 

these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 

more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 

their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid: 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Beth Faul 
Fort Myers, FL 33966 
memaw1107@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

bmcar1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Harold Brandner <bmcar1 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

I am a Net Metering Customer. Have invested $ 25000.- My solar system is sending power to the grid - the more sunshine 

- the more FPL gets when they needed it most. 
Then evenings, I get Power from the grid, just a bit since evenings are not so energy demanding. No sun and cooler 

temperatures. 
I thing this makes sense, letting customers footing the bill so that the utilities do not have to expand their power 

productions, and the customers are having peace of mind that they do their part to help with the environment. 

I only pay$ 10 - $ 20 a month and this is to maintain my small part of the power line, which never needed anything. 

I am willing to speak about that. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Greetings, Harold Brandner 

Sincerely, 
Harold Brandner 
Edgewater, FL 32132 
bmcar1@aol.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

paul.nick@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paul Nick 
< paul . n ick@everyactioncustom.com > 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 5:44 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 

powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 

these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 

more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 

their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid . 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Paul Nick 
Delray Beach, FL 33484 
paul.nick@live.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Chairman Art Graham, 

crowley_duane@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Duane Crowley 
<crowley_duane@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 

rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 

over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 

employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 

United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 

choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 

more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 

here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Duane Crowley 
3756 Hofbauer Way Malabar, FL 32950-4101 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nzmenmail@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Isaac Dahaki 
<nzmen mail@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 

powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 

these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 

more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 

their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid . 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Isaac Dahaki 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33317 
nzmenmail@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

gator090464@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Grace Baer <gator090464 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 5:58 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 

powering the Sunshine State with clean , affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 

these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 

more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 

their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for busin.ess and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Grace Baer 
Fort Myers, FL 33907 
gator090464@hotmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

kymckenna13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kylie McKenna <kymckenna13 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4: 13 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 

powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 

these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 

more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 

their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid . 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Kylie McKenna 
North Palm Beach, FL 33408 
kymckenna13@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

thompkins.cynthia@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cynthia Thompkins 
<thompkins.cynthia@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 

powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 

these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 

more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 

their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Cynthia Thompkins · 
Cape Coral, FL 33991 
thompkins.cynthia@gmail .com 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

andy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andy Oldham <andy@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Andy Oldham 
Homestead, FL 33033 
andy@imnotoriginal.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

g8rsr1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeremy Conner <g8rsr1 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 

powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 

these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 

more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 

their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid . 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Jeremy Conner 
Gainesville, FL 32608 
g8rsr1@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

islandtyme37@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Don Buck <islandtyme37 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 

powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 

these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 

more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 

their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Don Buck 
Punta Gorda, FL 33950 
islandtyme37@comcast.net 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Chairman Art Graham, 

bulldolphindan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Morris 
<bulldolphindan@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 10:14 AM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 

rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the c;ountry, and employed 

over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 

employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 

United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 

choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 

more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 

here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
John Morris 
321 SE 16th Ave Pompano Beach, FL 33060-7627 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

edunique112@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edwin Jean-Francois <edunique112 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 5:59 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Edwin Jean-Francois 
Miami, FL 33161 
edunique112@yahoo.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

delta1014@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joshua Pacheco <delta1014 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 5:44 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 

powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 

these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 

more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 

their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Joshua Pacheco 
Valrico, FL 33596 
delta1014@hotmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

julia_o1iveira60@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of JULIA OLIVEIRA <julia_oliveira60 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 1 O: 13 AM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 

powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 

these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 

more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 

their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
JULIA OLIVEIRA 
Miami Beach, FL 33140 
j ulia _ oliveira60@hotmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

skydiver76@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Derek Johnson <skydiver76 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 6:09 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean , affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Derek Johnson 
Fort Walton Beach, FL 32547 
skydiver76@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mparrish4444@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Martha Parrish <mparrish4444 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 6:09 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 

powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 

these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 

more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 

their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Martha Parrish 
Stuart, FL 34997 
mparrish4444@gmail .com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

andrewcarrs@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrew Carrs 
<andrewcarrs@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 

powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 

these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 

more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 

their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Andrew Carrs 
Daytona Beach, FL 32119 
andrewcarrs@cloud.com 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

amaya-edith@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edith Amaya <amaya
edith@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4: 13 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 

powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 

these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 

more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 

their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Edith Amaya 
Hialeah, FL 33015 
amaya-edith@hotmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

sirenbrian@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brian Smith 
<sirenbrian@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 6:09 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Chairman Art Graham, 

we should have policies that encourage MORE solar, not less. Please come up with plans and policies to build solar both 
at large scale and small. 

Sincerely, 
Brian Smith 
Jupiter, FL 33458 
siren brian@g mail . com 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Tina Henize <Tina.Henize.40379638@p2a.co> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 3:50 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Art Graham, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Tina Henize 
508 Jewel St 
Brooksville, FL 34601 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Andrea Conover <Andrea.Conover.362555220@p2a.co> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 2:40 PM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Art Graham, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Andrea Conover 
105 Rivers Edge Dr 
East Palatka, FL 32131 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Samantha Turetsky <Samantha.Turetsky.15157524@p2a.co> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 10:59 AM 
Office of Commissioner Graham 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Art Graham, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment l ", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Samantha Turetsky 
608 John Anderson Dr 
Ormond Beach, FL 32176 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Dear Commissioners, 

Billy Oddie <obi349@rocketmail.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 7:25 AM 
Office of Chairman Clark; Office of Commissioner Graham; Office of Commissioner Polmann; 
Office of Commissioner Fay; Office of Commissioner Brown 
Net-Metering Works for Floridians 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 
rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 
over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 
employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 
United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 
choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 
more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 
here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 

Billy Oddie 

Mr Billy Oddie 
obi349@rocketmail.com 
921 Valencia Rd 
South Daytona, Fl. 32119 

1 




